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Kahuna Brace Fitting Instructions
The Kahuna Brace is universal and can be applied to the right or the left side of the patient. When properly 

applied, the Kahuna Brace can achieve various abduction angles from 30 to 90 degrees. When configured 

properly with the Airplane control bar, the Kahuna brace fits the description of the L3960 HCPC.

Application
of the
Kahuna Brace:

Instructions for Use
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Warning: The Kahuna brace is supportive only and does not guarantee 
or intend to prevent injury.  Consumer or patient agrees to the following.
• ManaMed accepts no responsibility for any injury which might
occur while using ManaMed products.

• Skin irritation may occur while using this device.  If you
experience an unusual skin reaction while using this product,
consult with your healthcare provider immediately.

• Consult your health care provider for this products indication for use.
• For single patient use only.
• Federal Law restricts this device to sale or by or on the order of
a licensed health care practitioner.

• If you do not agree to the above conditions, contact your health
care provider before using this product.

Washing and Care:
The Kahuna brace may 
be cleaned by hand using 
a mild soap and warm 
water.  Hang to try.  Do 
not place in washing 
machine or dryer.
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6. To adjust the Kahuna brace
into Airplane position, attach the
Airplane control bar remove the
foam padding at the back of the
moldable arm band #10 and
there are 2 holes to insert the
Airplane control bar. Insert 2
screws (provided with Allen
wrench)

5. Adjust the abduction toggle
bar #9 and the moldable arm bar
#10 to desired position.
Increasing abduction by pulling
the abduction toggle bar #9
towards the body.

4. Position the abduction toggle
bar #9 on the injured side of the
body and position the moldable
arm bar #10 should be pointed
forward.

3. Position the back support pad
#6 in the middle of the patients
back. Then adjust the Torso
strap by adjusting the belt loop
#7 which is at the base of the
buckle #8.

2. Place shoulder belt #4 around
the opposite shoulder and adjust
the sling #5 to fit comfortably 
around the shoulder.

1. Open Velcro strap #1 and #2, also open
buckle on the arm sling buckle #3. Place arm
in the brace and secure both Velcro strap #1
& #2 comfortably around arm. To fit your arm 
into the sling you can fold the sling along
the pre folded point under the arm sling
buckle #3.
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